
TEXAS PRAIRIES
~A Nature Journal



I draw and work in my nature journal for three reasons: to see, to remember 
and to stimulate curiosity. The benefit of journaling is not limited to what you 
produce on the page; it is, rather, found in your experience and how you think 
along the way.   ~John Muir Laws

THIS NATURE JOURNAL CONTAINS THE OBSERVATIONS OF:
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Reasons to love a prairie: step into it and look around.
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Reasons to love a prairie: take in the view of the sky and clouds.
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What a thousand acres of Silphiums looked like when they tickled the bellies 
of the buffalo is a question never again to be answered, and perhaps not even 
asked.  ~Aldo Leopold
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Reasons to love a prairie: listen to the bird songs of summer.
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Reasons to love a prairie: find the many creatures that call it home.



Study nature, love nature, stay close to nature. It will never fail you.  
~Frank Lloyd Wright
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Reasons to love a prairie: how many different species do you see?
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Reasons to love a prairie: see the golden grasses in fall.
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Those who contemplate the beauty of the earth find reserves of strength that 
will endure as long as life lasts.  ~Rachel Carson
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Reasons to love a prairie: they can take you back to another time.
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Reasons to love a prairie: the deep, fine roots of prairie plants 
create its carbon-rich soil.



We come and go, but the land is always here. And the people who love it and 
understand it are the people who own it — for a little while. ~Willa Cather
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Reasons to love a prairie: they have shaped our history and their 
rich soils brought prosperity to us as a culture.
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Reasons to love a prairie: it’s an ever-changing tapestry of hundreds 
of species of flowering plants.
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When you sketch a plant… it helps you look more closely.
When you draw a map… it helps you look more closely.
When you write observations of birds… it helps you look more closely.  
~Brian Mertins, nature-mentor.com
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Reasons to love a prairie: water is filtered through the mass of 
litter, roots and soil organisms.
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Reasons to love a prairie: those roots are also very effective in 
sequestering carbon from the atmosphere.



As a child, I spent a lot of time wandering around the prairies and in the hills, 
and there was a sense that it was such a wide-open space, and there was kind of 
a feeling of potential. I could imagine anything happening there.  ~Arthur Slade
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Reasons to love a prairie: it provides shelter and food to a wide 
variety of pollinating insects.
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Reasons to love a prairie: it serves as water sponge by slowing and 
absorbing rainfall which could potentially lead to flooding.  



In the spring, at the end of the day, you should smell like dirt. ~Margaret Atwood
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Reasons to love a prairie: It is a living link to the past and future.
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Reasons to love a prairie: the grasses have very high nutritional 
value for livestock and hay production.



Anybody can love the mountains, but it takes a soul to love the prairie.  
~Willa Cather
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Reasons to love a prairie: they are almost gone.
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Reasons to love a prairie: because you are in it!



I like this place and could willingly waste my time in it.  ~William Shakespeare
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Your support of NPAT helps us carry out our mission  
of the conservation, restoration, and appreciation of  
native prairies, savannas, and other grasslands in Texas.
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